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Airship VMS offers flexible cloud solutions for expanding surveillance 
networks, allowing its users to centrally manage servers, cameras, 
components and users from secure devices anywhere. Adding new 
locations has never been simpler with our privately hosted cloud solution, 
Argus.

Argus utilizes on-site cameras, operating from a secure cloud network  
managed by IT professionals. Whether you have a single location and 
would like to save on hardware, or you would like to expand remote sites 
at a moment's notice with minimum IT resources, Airship VMS is prepared 
to meet the exact needs of your project. 

ON-SITE
Trusted by Fortune 100 companies 
and government agencies, Airship's 
Enterprise Management System 
(EMS) securely connects to any 
number of Airship Servers, locally 
or remotely. Users monitoring from 
Nexus Client are verified with EMS 
prior to login. 

HYBRID
With EMS installed on-site, 
some recording and streaming 
components like Outpost can 
be added to the cloud without 
installing hardware for an instant 
virtual server. On-site hardware can 
always expand, and other network 
connected servers may be added.
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CLOUD
With Outpost operating from the 
cloud, remote IP cameras and 
other devices can be added as 
needed without installing on-site 
hardware. While low-resolution 
video streams back to the 
recording servers, high-definition 
video is readily available for 
download.  



OUTPOST
Outpost can be installed on-site to store high-resolution video, or IP cameras can 
stream video back to Outpost installed in the cloud (Argus). Not only are streaming 
resolutions adjustable, but high-resolution video can also be downloaded while 
using Nexus Client.

COMPLETE SOLUTION
Airship provides a complete solution to scale hardware and software as 
needed. Airship EMS has natively integrated with third-party engines for 
facial recognition, license plate recognition, mesh radio networks, drone 
control, access control features and more. EMS integrates with an array of 
cameras and other leading-edge audio/video image transmission devices 
to support our clients where they are with current and future needs in mind. 
Airship works in lockstep with our clients to ensure integration on every site 
is seamless. 
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WHAT WE OFFER:
AIRSHIP EMS & SERVER

 9 Enterprise Management of Video, Sensors, Radios, Radars and More

 9 Scales from Ten to Tens-of-Thousands of Cameras and Sensors 

 9 Connect Argus VSaaS sites to Airship VMS Seamlessly 

 9 Provides Audit Log Reports for All Primary Activities on System

 9 Record Video, Audio and Metadata for Permission-Based Distribution

 9 Eliminate the Need to Train New Operators with Remote Installation

VIEWING CLIENT OPTIONS:
NEXUS CLIENT

 9 Full Featured Command and Control Application

NEXUS VIDEO PORTAL
 9 Thin Client for Remote Web-Based System Access

NEXUS MOBILE CLIENT
 9 Runs on iOS and Android Based Handheld Devices
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